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	Before Prince of Persia was a best-selling video game franchise and a Jerry Bruckheimer movie, it was an Apple II computer game created and programmed by one person, Jordan Mechner. Also available as an ebook, Mechner’s candid journals from the time capture his journey from his parents’ basement to the forefront of the fast-growing 1980s video game industry… and the creative, technical and personal struggles that brought the prince into being and ultimately into the homes of millions of people worldwide.
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The School of Doubt (Brill Studies in Skepticism)Brill Academic Publishers, 2019

	The School of Doubt conducts a parallel philological and philosophical examination

	of Cicero’s Academica, a work on Hellenistic epistemology written in

	the first half of 45 bce. The treatise has a unique history, insofar as fragments

	of two different versions are extant: the second of a two-volume first edition,

	a dialogue...
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Fixed Effects Regression Methods for Longitudinal Data Using SASSAS Institute, 2005
Every empirical researcher knows that randomized experiments have major advantages over observational studies in making causal inferences. Randomization of subjects to different treatment conditions ensures that the treatment groups, on average, are identical with respect to all possible characteristics of the subjects, regardless of whether those...
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Securing Citrix XenApp Server in the EnterpriseSyngress Publishing, 2008
Secure Citrix Presentation Server, which runs on 99% of Fortune 500 Networks!     

       Citrix Presentation Server allows remote users to work off a network server as if they weren't remote. That means: Incredibly fast access to data and applications for users, no third party VPN connection, and no latency issues. All of these features...
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Advanced Digital Signal Processing and Noise ReductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Signal processing plays an increasingly central role in the development of modern telecommunication and information processing systems, with a wide range of applications in areas such as multimedia technology, audio-visual signal processing, cellular mobile communication, radar systems and financial data forecasting. The theory and application of...
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Women in Ming China (Asian Voices)Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2021

	
		This groundbreaking work provides an original and deeply knowledgeable overview of Chinese women and gender relations during the Ming Dynasty (1368–1644). Bret Hinsch explores in detail the central aspects of female life in this era, including family and marriage, motherhood, political power, work, inheritance, education,...
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Is Your Genius at Work?: 4 Key Questions to Ask Before Your Next Career MoveNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2005

	Behind the experience and talents cataloged in your resume lies an intrinsic power that fuels your soul and your success: your genius. As ancient as the Greeks, as trendy as New Age, the concept of genius is fully grounded in contemporary life in this powerful journey of self-discovery that takes you right to the core of what makes you...
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